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1 Introduction

Given the complete graph K. = (V, E) on n nodes with edge costs c E
RE, the symmetric traveling salesman problem (henceforth TSP) is to find a
Hamiltonian cycle (or tour) in K. of minimum cost. This problem is known
to be NP-hard, even in the case where the costs satisfy the triangle inequality,
i.e. when Cij+ cj~ > ci~ for all i, j, k G V (see [8]).

For any edge set F’ G E and z G R ‘, let z(F’) denote the sum &F Ze.
For any node set W c V, let 6(W) denote {UV ~ E Iu c W, v # W}. An
integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for the TSP is as follows:

minimize cx (1)

subject to x(6(v)) = 2 for all v E V, (2)

Z(6(S))> 2 for all S C V, (3)

3<lSl<n–3,

o<ze<l for all e c E, (4)

x integer. (5)

Constraints (2) are called the degree constraints, and constraints (3) are
called the subtour elimination constraints. We denote by TOUR the optimal
solution value of (1).

There are several well-known relaxations of the TSP which can be solved
in polynomial time and whose solutions provide lower bounds for (1). Such
lower bounds are useful in assessing TSP solutions found heuristically, and ...

in enumeration schemes used for solving the TSP. It would be interesting
to obtain results on how close these lower bounds are to TOUR, and how
close they are to each other. Some results of this nature are known (see
[4, 10, 13, 14]), but there are still many open questions.

In this paper we focus on a relaxation of the TSP called the 2-matching
problem, which can be described as follows. Given K. = (V, E) and edge
costs c E RE, find a minimum cost set of edges Af c E such that each node
in V is the endpoint of exactly two edges in Al. Such a set of edges is called
a 2-matching. Note that a 2-matching forms a set of disjoint cycles in Kn
which span V. We denote by 2M the cost of an optimal 2-matching.

The ILP formulation for the 2-matching problem is obtained from the ILP
formulation for the TSP (1) by removing the subtour elimination constraints
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(3), i.e.
2M = min{cx : x satisfies(2),(4),(5)}. (6)

In [5], Edmonds shows that an optimal 2-matching can be found in polyno-
mial time, however finding an efficient implementation of his algorithm seems
to be non-trivial (see [7]).

If we drop the integer requirement from (6), we obtain a linear program-
ming relaxation of the 2-matching problem called the fractional Z-matching
problem, whose optimal solution we denote by F2M, i.e.

F2M = min{cx : x satisfies (2), (4)}.

Efficient algorithms exist for finding F2M (see [3]).
In general, the value F2M can be arbitrarily small relative to 2M. How-

ever, an interesting question is, how big can the ratio 2M/F2M be when our
cost function satisfies the triangle inequality? To the best of our knowledge
there are no known results for this question, although we note that a bound
of 2M/F2M <2 is easily achieved.

The main result of this paper is to show that, if c satisfies the triangle
inequality, then

2M 4
F2M s ~. (7)

This is proven in Section 3, where we also show that ~ is the best possible
for this ratio.

Note that the lower bounds provided by 2M for the TSP are in general
poor (see [9]). Our main interest in result (7) actually comes from the support
it lends to a conjecture involving a much stronger relaxation for the TSP,
namely the subtour elimination problem, whose optimal solution we denote
by SUBT. This problem is obtained from the ILP formulation (1) for the
TSP by relaxing the integer requirement, i.e.

SUBT = min{cx : cx satisfies (2), (3), (4)}.

If c satisfies the triangle inequality, the best known bound for the ratio
TOUR/SUBT is ~ (see [13, 14]). This bound is not known to be tight. In
fact an interesting conjecture which has been around for some time and is
discussed in [6] is the following:
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Conjecture 1 Ifthecost function csatisfies the triangle inequality, then

TOUR ~ ~

SUBT – 3“

Noting that the fractional 2-matching problem is also a relaxation of the
subtour elimination problem, we have that

F2M < SUBT,

and thus our main result (7) implies

2M 4

SUBT < ~’

which is also implied by Conjecture 1, if it is true. Thus our result lends
some credibilityy to Conjecture 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the 2-matching polytope, and prove a lemma which gives a sufficient
condition for points to lie in this polytope. We use this lemma in Section 3,
where we prove our main result, i.e. 2M/F2M < 4/3 when the costs satisfy
the triangle inequality. We also give an example which shows that this bound
is tight.

The remainder of this section is devoted to background and definitions
which we require later in the paper. For general graph theory background,
we refer the reader to [2]. For general polyhedral theory background, we refer
the reader to [12].

Given a graph G, we let E(G) denote the edge set for G, and V(G) the
node set. Given K. = (V, E) and any edge set F’ C 13, the incidence vector
of F is the vector XF < RE defined by

{

1 ife~F,
‘g = O otherwise.

Also, for any x c R ‘, the support graph of x is the graph consisting of all
edges e 6 E such that x, # O.

2 The 2-matching polytope

In the polyhedral approach to the 2-matching problem, we consider the 2-
matching polytope Q~M, which is the convex hull of all incidence vectors of
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2-matchings of Kn, i.e.

~~M H conv{# E RE : M is a 2-matching}.

Similarly, we can consider the fractional 2-matching polytope Q~zM, defined
by

Q&M= {XERE :~satisfies (2),(4)}.

In [5], Edmonds gives a complete linear description of Q~M. This descrip-
tion makes use of the following system of inequalities:

Z(T) – Z(c$(w) \ 1’) < ITI– 1 for all W ~ V
and all T c J(W), ITI odd.

(8)

Constraints (8) are called the 2-matching constraints. Edmonds, [5], proved
that Q~M is completely described by the degree, 2-matching, and upper and
lower bound constraints, i.e.

Q;M={Z-RE: x satisfies (2), (4), (8)}. (9)

In the following proposition, we establish simple sufficient conditions for
a point x* ~ Q~zM to also be in Q~~.

Proposition 2 Let x’ ~ Q>zM satisfy the following:

(i) x: < 2/3 for all e ~ E.

(ii) x*(J(S)) 2 4/3 or x*(d(S)) = O for all S G V

Proofi By (9), we can establish that x* c Q~M by showing that x* satisfies
all of the 2-matching constraints (8).

First consider any 2-matching constraint for which ITI >3. By (i) we
have

X*(T) < :IT[ ~ [T] – 1,

and thus
X*(T) – X“(ti(w) \ T) < ITI – 1,

as required.
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1 Now consider the remaining 2-matching constraints, i.e. those for which
,—, .—.
]1’1 = 1. In this case, (8) can be written as

2X(T’) – %(6(W)) <0. (lo)

If x*(6(W)) = O,we have ~“ (T) = Oas well, and $* satisfies (10). Otherwise,
by (ii) we have x’ (6(W)) > ~. Since 2z(T) < ~ by (i), x* satisfies (10), and
the result follows. ❑

An easy corollary to Proposition 2 is the following, which we use in the
next section.

Corollary 3 Let G be a 3-regular, .2-edge connected graph. Then $XECGI●

QL/r.

To complete this section, we briefly describe the idea behind a slicker
proof of Corollary 3. A matching in K. is a subset M of the edges such
that every node in V is the endpoint of exactly one edge in M. Let G be a
3-regular 2-edge connected graph. It is shown in [11] that ~XE(GJis in the
matching polytope, and thus can be expressed as a convex combination of
incidence vectors of matchings Ml, A!f2,. . . . M~. Let ~XE(GJ= ~~=1 &XM’.
For each Mi, E(G) \ Ali is a 2-matching. Thus

which is a convex combination of incidence vectors of 2-matchings.

3 Main Result

In this section we prove our main result, namely that 2M/F2M < 4/3 when
the costs c satisfy the triangle inequality. Before proving this result, we
require the result in Theorem 4 and some definitions.

Given a graph G (possibly a multi-graph), we say that a set of edges
M c E(G) is a graphicat Z-matching for G if every node in G is the endpoint
of an even, non-zero number of edges in M. Given a specified subset S of
V(G), we say that M c E(G) is a near graphical 2-matching with respect to
(henceforth w.r.t.) S if each node in S is the endpoint of Oor 4 edges in M,
and each node not in S is the endpoint of 2 or 4 edges in M.
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Figure 2: Eliminating a degree 4 node.

Note that in both Theorem 4 and the proof of our main result, we some-
times need to replace an edge uv by the subgraph shown in Figure 1. We
call this subgraph a uv-gadget.

Theorem 4 Let G be a graph which is 2-edge connected and has degree 3 or
~ at every node, and let S C V be any specified (possibly empty) subset of the
cut nodes of G. Then t := ~XE~G~can be expressed as a convex combination
of incidence vectors of near graphical 2-matchings w.r. t. S.

Proof: We prove this result by induction on the number of cut nodes in G.
Suppose G has no cut nodes. Do the following for each degree 4 node

v c V. Arbitrarily group the 4 neighbors of v into 2 sets of 2 neighbors each,
say {a, b} and {c, d}. Then make 2 copies VI and V2of v so that the neighbors
of VI are a, b, and V2, and the neighbors of V2are c, d, and VI (see Figure 2).

Note that the edge VIV2cannot be a cut edge because v was not a cut
node. Hence, after doing this procedure for each degree 4 node, we are left
with a 3-regular, 2-edge connected graph G’ on n + p nodes, where p is the
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number of degree 4 nodes in G. Let t’ ~ RE(K”+P) be defined by:

{

~ e c E(G’),
& =

O otherwise.

Then by Corollary 3, &is in the corresponding 2-matching polytope, and
thus can be expressed as a convex combination of incidence vectors w; of
2-matchings, as follows:

Now in each of these 2-matchings, contract away and identify the end-
points of each edge Vlvz which was created in G’ due to a degree 4 node v
in G. For a given 2-matching whose incidence vector was w:, this will result
in a graphical 2-matching with exactly 2 or 4 edges incident with each node,
and whose incidence vector we denote by Wi. We then have the identity:

k=~A,w,. (12)
‘i

Hence, it is a convex combination of incidence vectors of graphical 2-matchings,
as required.

Now suppose this theorem is true whenever G has less than or equal to
k – 1 cut nodes, k >1, but our current G has k cut nodes. Let q be such a
cut node. Since G is 2-edge connected and has maximum degree 4, it follows
that q has degree 4, and that removing q and its incident edges from G forms
two components G1 and G2, each one of which contains 2 of the neighbors
of q in G. Denote the neighbors of q by Ul, V1,U2,7_J2,so that Ul, vl lie in G1
and U2,V2lie in G2.

For each z c {1, 2}, add a uivj-gadget to Gi as described earlier in this
section, and denote the resulting graph by Gi (see Figure 3). We chose to
add a gadget instead of the edge Uivzto avoid the possibility of parallel edges.
Let i(i) ~ RE(KIV(G~)I)be defined by

{

~(q = ~ for e C 13(G~),
e o otherwise.

Each of GI and G2 have less than or equal to k – 1 cut nodes. Let
S’i := S n V(Gi) be the specified subset of the cut nodes in Gz for z e {1, 2}.
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Figure 3: Splitting the graph G.

It follows by the induction hypothesis that each tiiil fori 6 {1,2} can be
expressed as a convex combination of incidence vectors of near graphical 2-
matchings w.r.t. Si. Since each of these near graphical 2-matchings intersect
the gadget in one of three possible patterns, we can partition them into 3
types, depending on which pattern they use. This is shown in Figure 4.

Using this partitioning, we can write t(l) as a convex combination of
incidence vectors of these near graphical 2-matchings in the following way:

it(l) = ~(A~x~:M is Type 1) + ~(A~x~:M is Type 2)+
~(A~x~:M is Type 3).

(13)

Since each of the edges in the gadget has coefficient ~ in i(l) and ZM AM = 1,
it follows that

.

~(AM:M is Type i)= ~ for z =1,2,3. (14)
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Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Figure4: Types ofneargraphica12-matchings.

Define y(z) = ~(3A~x~:M is Type i) fori=l,2,3. Then,

~(1)=1 (ll+gw+y (3)),3 (Y (15)

where for i E {1, 2, 3}, y(i) is a convex combination of incidence vectors of
near graphical 2-matchings w.r.t. SI in GI which are of Type i. Note in
particular that y$l = 1 for all the edges in the gadget which are shown in
bold for Type i in Figure 4. Similarly, we can show that

“(2) = : o) + ~(z) + ~(s)),
x s (.2 (16)

where for i e {1, 2, 3}, z(i) is a convex combination of incidence vectors of
near graphical 2-matchings w.r.t. S2 in G2 which are of Type i.

We willAnow show how to glue together the near graphical 2-matchings
of G1 and G2 in such a way to guarantee the appropriate degree of q. More
precisely, if q is not in S, we will make sure that type 3 near graphical 2-
matchings of G1 and G2 are not glued together (to avoid a degree Onode in
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the resulting object); while if q is in S, we will make sure that the type 3
near graphical 2-matchings are combined together and similarly for types 1
and 2.

We now consider the following two cases.
Case 1: q $! S.

In this case, we wish to “glue together” the near graphical 2-matchings of
the Y(i)’s and the z(i)’s in such a way that we form a convex combination of
incidence vectors of near graphical 2-matchings w.r.t. S in G which all have
2 or 4 edges incident with q.

We start this “gluing” process by defining w(l) G RE as follows:

{

(1) e G E(G1)

w:) = !l) e c I??(G2)
1’

(17)
e 6 {ulq, uzq, vlq, vzq}

o otherwise.

We claim that w(l) is a convex combination of incidence vectors of near
graphical 2-matchings w.r.t. S in G, each of which has 4 edges incident with
q. To see this, consider that y(l) and z(l) can be expressed as follows:

(18)

where each Ali is a near graphical 2-matching w.r.t. S1 of G1 for z = 1, ..., k,
and a near graphical 2-matching w.r.t. S2 of G2 for i = k + 1, . . . .p. For
each i= l,..., kandj=k+ l,..., p, let Qij = AiTj, and let M$j be the
near graphical 2-matching for G w.r.t. S obtained by “gluing” Jli and Afj
together, i.e. take Ali together with AZj, replacing the edges in the gadget
with the four edges incident with q. Then it is easily shown that

kD k’zl

and our claim follows.
In a similar vein, define W(2)and W(3)as follows:

{

y~) e c 1.3(Gl)

W(2) = zj3) e c E(G2)
e 1 e 6 {ulq, vlq}

o otherwise,

(19)
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{

g~3) e E E(G1)

J3) = zj2) e E E(G2)
e

1 e G {uzq, vzq}
o otherwise.

(20)

As with w(l), we have that W(2) and W(3) are convex combinations of
incidence vectors of near graphical 2-matchings w.r.t. S, which in this case
each have degree 2 at node q. Combining this with (15),(16), and noting how
~(l) and ~(z) relate to ~, we see that

i = :(W(l) + ZfF’)+ w(s)).

Thus, the result follows.
Case 2: q ~ S.

In this case we wish to “glue together” the Y(i)’s and the z(i)’s in such a
way that we form a convex combination of incidence vectors of near graphical
2-matchings w.r.t. S in G which all have O or 4 edges incident with q.

The analysis proceeds as before. This time however, we define w(i) for
z c {1,2} by

( Y$J e ~ E(G1)

W:) =

{

z~z) e E E(G2)
1’

(21)
e E {ulq, uzq, vlq, V2q}

o otherwise,

and we define W(3)by

{

Y$3)e c E(G1)
Wy = Z(3) e c 13(G2) (22)

Oe otherwise.

Then for z c {1,2, 3}, w(i) is a convex combination of incidence vectors
of near graphical 2-matchings w.r.t. S. For w(l) and w(21,these all have 4
edges incident with q, and for W(3)they all have O edges incident with q.

Once again, we have

Since the induction was successful, the result follows. ❑

12
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We are now ready to prove the main theorem.

Theorem 5 For any cost junction which satisfies the triangle inequality,

Proofi Let x* be an optimal solution to the fractional 2-matching problem,
i.e. CX*= F2M. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Z* is a vertex
of Qj&M. Let G* be the support graph of z“. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that G* has only one component, since otherwise we would
merely have to verify this theorem for each component of G*.

It is shown in [I] that since x“ is a vertex of the fractional 2-matching
polytope, it has the following nice structure: for all e ~ E, Z; c {O, ~, 1},
where the set of edges F’ := {e c 1? ]~~ = $} form a disjoint union of an even
number of cycles of odd length in G*. Thus, if we remove the edges F from
G*, we obtain a spanning disjoint set of paths in G* whose edges correspond
to the set of edges Q := {e 6 E I~~ = 1}. We will refer to these paths as
l-paths of G*, and call such a l-path a u, v l-path if its endnodes are u and
v. If the removal of such a l-path disconnects G*, we will call it a cut l-path.

Consider the multi-graph ~“ obtained from G* by adding an extra copy
e’ of every edge e in a l-path in G*. Let ~ be the set of edges obtained when
these extra edges e’ are added to E, i.e.

~:= E U {e’ [e is in a l-path in G*}.

Let & ~ RE be defined by Z* = ~XE@*J.
The remainder of this proof will consist of showing that @ can be ex-

pressed as a convex combination of incidence vectors of graphical 2-matchings,
none of which contain a single edge doubled as a component. Since CT*=
fcx”, it will then follow that there exists such a graphical 2-matching Al for

which Cxm < ~cx*. We can “short-cut” ~ into a cheaper 2-matching A4 for
G as follows. Since the graph formed by M has even degree at every node,
there exists an Euler tour for each component. We can “short-cut” each Eu-
ler tour into a simple cycle for each component by visiting the nodes in the
same order as specified by the Euler tour, but skipping over portions of the
tour which return to nodes already visited in the ordering. Since the costs c
are assumed to satisfy the triangle inequality, the 2-matching Al for G which
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Figure 5: Constructing the graph G*.

we obtain from ~ through this short-cutting procedure satisfies CXM < CXn.

M < Ax”, and the theorem follows.Thus Cx _ ~
We begin by constructing a new graph G* which is obtained from G*

as follows. First, replace every u, v l-path which is not a cut l-path by a
uv-gadget (we put in a gadget instead of just an edge to avoid the possibility
of parallel edges). Second, contract every u, v cut l-path to a single node
w.V. Note that such a node WUVwi11be a cut node of degree 4 in the newly
constructed graph G*, and these will be the only cut nodes in G*; An example
of the construction of G* is shown in Figure 5, where the dotted edges have
value ~ in the fractional solution x“ and the solid edges have value 1.

Let 2“ = ~XEIG*j. We now apply Theorem 4 to G* and 2*. Clearly G*
has degree 3 or 4 at every node, and is 2-edge connected. Let S be the set
of cut nodes WUVin G* which come from the contraction of u, v cut l-paths
of length 2 mod 3 in G*. By Theorem 4, ~* can be expressed as a convex
combination xi &X~i, xi Ai = 1, of incidence vectors of near graphical 2-
matchings Ali w.r.t. S of G*. To complete the proof, we now show how to
convert each of these near graphical 2-matchings Lfi of G* into a graphical
2-matching ~z of ~“ such that Z* = ~i &ym’.

First, consider any uv-gadget in G*. Recall that this corresponds to a
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u, v l-path in G* whose edges are doubled in ~“. Let F’.Vc E(~*) consist of
one copy of the edges in this l-path, and let F’~Vconsist of the second copy
of these edges.

Each near graphical 2-matching ikfi of G* intersects a uv-gadget in one of
three possible patterns, and thus we can partition the Jfi’s into three types,
depending on which pattern they use. This was previously shown in Figure
4.

For each near graphical 2-matching Ali in G*, the first step towards ob-
taining Jfi for ~“ is to replace the edges of A!fiin any w-gadget by:

(i) F?.V,if Mz is of Type 1 with respect to the uv-gadget.

(ii) P~V, if Mi is of Type 2 with respect to the w-gadget.

(iii) F’tivU P~u, if Mi is of Type 3 with respect to the uv-gadget.

( Note that if Mz is of Type 3 and F!.Vconsists of a single edge, this con-
struction creates a doubled edge, but this doubled edge will not be isolated
in ~i since Mi being Type 3 ensures that there are other edges incident with
u and v in Mi which are not part of the w-gadget.)

Note that since 2: = ~ for every edge in the uv-gadget, we must have
that

Thus we have that for any e e PUVU l?~v,

as required.
The second and final step for obtaining M; from each Mi is to replace

the cut nodes w.. in G* by certain edges from the corresponding doubled cut
l-path in ~“.

To do this, we form three patterns of these doubled l-path edges, which
are obtained as follows. Starting at u, number the pairs of edges in the
doubled l-path 1,2,... , lUVwhere lUVis the length of the path. Then define
three patterns as follows:

Pattern 1 := {pairs of edges whose number is 1 or 2 (mod 3)}

Pattern 2 := {pairs of edges whose number is 2 or O (mod 3)}

Pattern 3 := {pairs of edges whose number is 1 or O (mod 3)}.

15



Pattern 1 Pattern2 Pattern3 Pattern1 Pattern2 Pattern3 Pattern1 Pattern2 Pattern3

lUV=1 (mod 3) 1~v= 2 (mod 3) lUV=O( mod 3)

Figure 6: Patterns for cut l-paths.

Figure 6 shows examples of these patterns for 1.. = 1,2, and O (mod 3).
The idea now will be to match the right pattern to a given near graphical

2-matching Ali for each cut node w~Vsuch that we do not end up with any
isolated component consisting of just a doubled edge in ~i or consisting of
a single node. We consider two cases.

Case 1: Wuvcorresponds to a doubled l-path of length J.V= 1 or O (mod 3).

In this case we have w.. ~ S. Recall that if WUO$! S, then each near
graphical 2-matching itfz has 2 or 4 edges incident with WUV.Thus, because
w.. is a cut node, each Mi intersects the four edges incident with WUVin only
one of three ways, and thus can be partitioned into three types, as illustrated
in Figure 7. Note that in this figure, the top two edges correspond to the
edges which have end node u in the original graph G, and the bottom two
edges correspond to the edges which have end node v in G.

Then, for each WUVsuch that lUV= 1 (mod 3), do the following. For each
Mi, include the following pattern in ~i depending on the type of Mi at node
WUVas shown below:

(i) Use Pattern 1 if Mi is Type 3.

(ii) Use Pattern 2 if Mi is Type 1.

16
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xxx
Type 1 Type 2 Type3

Figure 7: Ways to go through w...

(iii) Use Pattern 3 if IMiis Type 2.

Note that this use of the patterns ensures that there is no isolated component
in ~i consisting of a doubled edge or a single node.

Similarly, for each WUVsuch that Z.V= O (mod 3), do the following. For
each J4i, include the following pattern in Alz as shown below:

(i) Use Pattern 1 if J4i is Type 3.

(ii) Use Pattern 2 if Mi is Type 2,

(iii) Use Pattern 3 if Mi is Type 1.

Note that since & = ~ for each of the four edges incident with WUVin G*,
we must have that:

.

~(~i : M, is Type 1) = Z(A, : M, is Type 2) = Z(A, : Al, is Type 3) = ~.

Since every edge e in the doubled uv l-path occurs in exactly 2 patterns, it
follows that o

as required.
Case 2: w.. corresponds to a doubled l-path of length lUV= 2 (mod 3).

In this case we have wUVG S. Recall that if w.. c S, then each M~ has O
or 4 edges incident with WUV.That is, each ~i either intersects all 4 edges
in G* incident with WUV,or none of them. Since it: = ~ for each of these 4
edges, we must have:

~(~i : M, intersects all 4 edges) = ~

~(~i : M, intersects none of 4 edges) = ~.
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Partition the Jli’s into three types. Type 1 will consist of the Lfi’s that
intersect none of the 4 edges. Types 2 and 3 will come from a partitioning
of the other Afi’s such that

Without loss of generality, we can assume that this is possible.
Now for each VJUV,take each iMi and use the following pattern in creating

%J

(i) Use Pattern 1 if Mi is Type 1.

(ii) Use Pattern 2 if Mi is Type 2.

(iii) Use Pattern 3 if Mz is Type 3.

Since every edge e in the doubled uv l-path occurs in exactly 2 of these
patterns, it follows that

Z(A, : e <m,) = :,

as required.
So, we were successful in creating graphical 2-matchings Mi, none of

which contain a single doubled edge as a component, and such that

Thus, the discussion following the definition of ~ completes this proof. ❑

Note that the bound of 4/3 in Theorem 5 is tight, as is illustrated by the
example shown for Klo in Figure 8. The cost CUVfor any edge uv not shown
in Figure 8 is that of a minimum cost path from u to v using the given costs
(i.e. what it must be to ensure that the triangle inequality is satisfied). It can
easily be verified that the solutions shown in Figure 9 for the corresponding
fractional 2-matching and 2-matching problems are optimal. As can be seen
from these solutions, we have 2M/F2M = 4/3 for this example.

As noted in Section 1 of this paper, the fractional 2-matching problem is
a relaxation of the subtour elimination problem, i.e. F2M < SUBT. Thus,
the following is a corollary to Theorem 5.

18



Figure 8: Illustrating a cost function on Klo.

* ie=l

M #e= 1/2

~ = O, otherwisex*

v~:e= 1

4

F = o,
e

otherwise

Optimal solution F for the fractional Optimal solution~ for the

2-matching problem.
2-matching problem.

Figure 9: Optimal solutions.
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Corollary 6 If the cost ~unction satisjies the triangle inequality, then

2M 4

SUBT < ?“

It is interesting to note that since 2M < TOUR, Corollary 6 would also
be implied by Conjecture 1, if it is true. We remark that we do not know
if the bound of 4/3 in Corollary 6 is tight, only that the best bound lies
somewhere between 10/9 and 4/3.
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